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 Rückert-Lieder 18:30

5  Blicke mir nicht in die Lieder! 
(Do not look at my songs!)  1:25

6  Ich atmet’ einen linden Duft!  
(I breathed in a gentle fragrance!)  
2:27

7  Um Mitternacht  (At midnight)  
5:57 

8  Liebst du um Schönheit (If you 
love for beauty’s sake)  2:29

9  Ich bin der Welt abhanden 
gekommen (I am lost to the  
world)  6:12

Lieder eines 
fahrenden Gesellen
16:22

1  Wenn mein Schatz Hochzeit 
macht  (When my beloved 
has her wedding) 3:49

2  Ging heut morgen übers 
Feld  (This morning I went 
out through the fields) 4:07

3  Ich hab’ ein glühend Messer 
(I have a red-hot knife)  3:23

4  Die zwei blauen Augen von 
meinem Schatz  (Those two 
blue eyes of my beloved) 
5:03

 Kindertotenlieder 22:12

10  Nun will die Sonn’ so hell aufgehn  
(Now the sun shall brightly rise again)  
4:53

11  Nun seh’ ich wohl, warum so dunkle 
Flammen  (Now I under stand why so 
often you cast dark glances at me)  4:19

12  Wenn dein Mütterlein  
(When your dear mother)  4:25

13  Oft denk’ ich, sie sind nur 
ausgegangen  (Often I think that they 
have merely gone out to play)  2:47

14  In diesem Wetter  
(In this weather)  5:48 

TOTAL PLAYING TIME:  57:03
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Among our favorites are the English horn solos given to the viola at the opening and closing 
of Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen as well as the lower harp lines given to the pizzicato 
cello punctuating all three cycles.
 Many thanks to our resident Mahlerian specialist, Peter Grünberg. Through Peter’s gen
erous help, guidance and knowledge (not only of Mahler in general, but of these cycles in 
particular), I was able to maintain a sense of continuity and authenticity as I attempted to 
recreate Mahler’s sound world within a vocal–chamber music context. Using the orchestral 
version as reference, Peter suggested some insightful register modifications and muting  
op  tions, as well as a handful of scordatura solutions to better reflect the orchestral nuances 
and colorations not normally within the range of the string quartet.
 I am profoundly grateful to have been given the opportunity to create these brand new 
interpretations of Rückert-Lieder, Kindertotenlieder and Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen. 
Affording audiences (not to mention singers and string quartets) the chance to experience 
this repertoire in an intimate chamber music setting is not only more practical, but some may 
feel it is more emotionally fitting to the subject matter as well.

 — Zakarias Grafilo, Violinist, Alexander String Quartet 

MAHLER:  THREE SONG CYCLES

 Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen  (Songs of a Wayfarer)
In 1883 Gustav Mahler was named second conductor and choirmaster of the opera in Kassel, 
and during his first season there he and one of the sopranos in the company, Johanna Richter, 
fell in love. By the following autumn the affair had come to a painful end, and the 24yearold 
Mahler transformed his experience into music:  In December 1884 – January 1885 he com posed 
a set of songs about an unhappy young man setting out to find himself in the aftermath of a 
shattered affair. That cycle initially consisted of six songs, and to a friend Mahler described 
their subject: “The songs are a sequence in which a wayfaring craftsman, who has had a great 
sorrow, goes out into the world and wanders aimlessly.” Mahler titled the cycle Lieder eines 
fahrenden Gesellen or Songs of a Wayfarer. The completed version, which consists of only 
four songs, was at first composed for voice and piano, and was performed in this version; 
Mahler apparently did not make the orchestral version until about 1892–3. Even in so early a 
work, Mahler was willing to bend the rules of conventional composition for his own purposes: 
Each of these songs concludes in a key different from its opening, and such progressive 
tonality serves to underline the notion of progress by the wayfarer across each of these songs.

In meinem Himmel 
T H E  M A H L E R  S O N G  C Y C L E S

ABOUT THE TRANSCRIPTION  

FOR STRING QUARTET

The origins of this Mahler project came about during an ASQ road trip in late 2014. At a  
random truck stop, Paul asked, “What do you think about arranging some Mahler, Wagner 
and Strauss song cycles for string quartet and voice?” I already had some experience 
arranging Shostakovich and Brahms, but I had never even considered arranging for string 
quartet with voice. Not one to turn down a challenge, I said, “Sure, I can see how that might 
work…let me have a stab at it.” Little did I know that Paul and Kindra had already been 
discussing the possibility of an ASQScharich collaboration and the focal point of that 
collaboration would be these Mahler arrangements.
 Sitting down with the Rückert-Lieder and Kindertotenlieder scores, I immediately re 
cog nized the challenges I’d be facing. First, I did not want these arrangements to be either 
orches tral reductions or expansions of the piano accompaniments, but rather, a mixture of 
both the orchestral and piano versions. I wanted to recreate some of the aural colors from the 
orchestral instrumentation while maintaining the intimacy of the piano version. I also wanted 
to integrate the solo voice as a fifth member of the ensemble, weaving in and out of the 
musical texture not only as soloist, but also as an equal member in this chamber music col
laboration. Finally, as with all of my arrangements, I wanted to channel the composer’s “voice” 
by arranging in a recognizable Mahlerian style and “sound world.” 
 The reoccurring challenges I faced included the elaborate harp lines (Um Mitternacht ), all 
of the brass chorales (Um Mitternacht and in Oft denk’ ich, sie sind nur ausgegangen) as well as 
the multiple divisi that occur in the orchestrations (In diesem Wetter and Ich hab’ ein glühend 
Messer ). At the same time, I discovered that several of the orchestral instrumental lines 
translated quite well to the string quartet, like the French horn and English horn solos given 
to the viola and second violin (Nun will die Sonn’ so hell aufgehn and Wenn dein Mütterlein). 
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 The Wayfarer songs are more focused than Mahler’s early description might make them 
seem — rather than wandering “aimlessly,” the young man eventually achieves some measure 
of peace in these songs, and so the progress of the cycle is from pain to acceptance. Mahler 
himself wrote the texts for the four songs, though he adapted the first from a poem in Des 
Knaben Wunderhorn. In Wenn mein Schatz the young man imagines his beloved’s wedding 
day and his own grief on that occasion. Mahler builds the two parts of the song on the same 
musical phrase, which is presented at two quite different speeds. In the course of the song the 
young man moves out — the beginning of his wayfaring — and encounters the happy sound 
of trilling birds, yet he cannot partake of that sunshine, and the song collapses in gloom. The 
second song, Ging Heut’ Morgens, extends the pattern of the first: it begins happily with the 
young man strolling through shining morning fields and hearing the invitation of the birds to 
partake of their cheer, but gloom penetrates this sunny world, and the end of the song finds 
him marooned outside hope. The main theme of this song would become the principal 
subject of the first movement of Mahler’s First Symphony, begun at exactly this same time and 
itself inspired by the same failed love affair.
 The third song, Ich hab’ ein glühend Messer, is a more conventional song of lost love. 
It explodes to life — Mahler marks the beginning Stormy, wild — and the text seems a Sturm 
und Drang stereotype: the lover’s pain is a burning dagger in his heart, and the only possible 
relief will come with death. Mahler’s exciting setting does much to rescue this song from the 
conventionality of its text and he drives the song to a huge climax that collapses suddenly into 
extraordinary silence (Mahler marks the closing measure quadruple piano). The concluding 
Die zwei blauen Augen, which incorporates two themes that would reappear in the First 
Symphony, brings a measure of tentative solace. Once again the young man, haunted by the 
blue eyes of his love, is on the lonely road, but he finds peace in the shade of a linden tree, 
traditional symbol of domestic happiness in German folklore. The ending, which trails off into 
ambiguous silence musically, brings no triumph. But, covered with the snowy blossoms of the 
linden tree, the wayfarer at last finds a measure of peace and acceptance.

 Rückert-Lieder
In the summer of 1901 Gustav Mahler retreated to the vacation home he had just built at 
Maiernigg, on the southern shore of the Wörthersee. At age 41, he had completed his fourth 
year as director of the Vienna Opera, the most powerful position in the musical world, and 
now he came to the sunny lake to relax and to compose. It was a fertile summer. He began 
his Fifth Symphony, but he was also drawn to song that summer, and he had been reading the 
work of the German poet Friedrich Rückert (1788 –1866). Mahler was particularly drawn to 
Rückert’s poems mourning the death of his children, and he set three of them to music — these 

would eventually become part of his cycle Kinder-
toten lieder. He also set five other Rückert poems at 
Maiernigg, and these five songs have been collected 
under the general title Rückert-Lieder. These songs 
seem worlds apart from the mighty Fifth Symphony 
and the grieving Kindertotenlieder, composed at  
this same time. They are inward, reflective, at times 
almost disembodied. They form a curious collection, 
and perhaps they are not a collection at all — the five 
Rückert-Lieder have no unity beyond the fact that they 
set texts written by the same poet. Singers are free to 
choose whichever they wish to sing and to present 
them in any order they like.
 Shortest of the Rückert-Lieder, Blicke mir nicht 
in die Lieder is a song about the artistic process and 
about the privacy of the creator, whom the poet com
pares to bees. Do we hear the sound of their buzzing 
in the murmuring, surging accompaniment to this song? 
 Ich atmet’ einen linden Duft sets a subtle text — 
the faint smell of lime in a room evokes a memory of 
love — and Mahler gives that text a delicate setting that 
shimmers and sparkles across the song’s brief span. 
 Um Mitternacht is not so much song as midnight 
meditation. In the orchestral version, Mahler scored 
Um Mitternacht only for woodwinds, brass, timpani, 
harp, and piano, and his setting empha sizes the dark 
lower registers. This song is almost declaimed rather 
than sung. In its interior conflict, this is the most dramatic 

of the Rückert-Lieder : from its subdued beginning, it rises to a great climax, then falls away to 
the calm conclusion. The particular challenges of arranging the accompaniment for strings —  
precisely the instruments Mahler chose to eliminate in his setting — are to duplicate the varied 
sound of Mahler’s wind and percussion orchestra and to suggest the sheer sonic impact of the 
song’s climax. The present arrangement for string quar tet addresses those challenges in 
ingenious ways, echoing the leanness of much of Mahler’s scoring and also finding the means 
to convey the song’s powerful climax.
 Liebst du um Schönheit was the last of this set to be written; Mahler composed it at 
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Maiernigg in August 1902. This is a love song, and Mahler intended it for his new wife. He had 
married Alma Schindler in March 1902, and she was with him at Maiernigg that summer. The 
message of the text is simple — love me only for love — and Mahler gives it a gentle, flowing 
setting.
 Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen has become one of Mahler’s bestknown songs. 
Perhaps the most telling thing about this song is that Mahler would choose to set the text —
with its longing for escape from the world — at precisely the moment he occupied one of the 
most important (and tumultuous) positions in the musical world. This is haunting music;  
it almost seems to exist outside time, and its lean textures, aspiring melodic lines, and utter 
calm in the face of the frenzy of the world strike a chord in every listener. One of Mahler’s 
friends visited him during the summer of 1901 and quoted him on Ich bin der Welt: “He 
himself said of the uncommonly full and restrained character of this song that it was feeling 
from the heart right up into the lips but it never passed them! He also said this was himself!”

 Kindertotenlieder
Mahler had set three poems from Rückert’s Kindertotenlieder during the summer of 1901 
before laying that project aside. He returned to it three years later during the summer of 
1904, also spent at Maiernigg — that summer he finished his Sixth Symphony and made two 
more Kindertotenlieder settings to complete that cycle. 
 Friedrich Rückert had lost two children to scarlet fever, and he tried to come to terms 
with that loss by writing a collection of 448 poems that he titled Kindertotenlieder (Songs on 
the Death of Children); this collection was published posthumously in 1872. The poems 
clearly had autobiographical significance for the poet, and many have suggested that they 
did for Mahler as well. The 41yearold bachelor composer may have been drawn to these 
poems in response to the most traumatic event of his childhood: the death of his brother 
Ernst at 13 (Gustav had been 14 at the time).
 When Mahler returned to Maiernigg in the summer of 1904 to complete the cycle, 
much had changed in his own life. Since composing the first three Kindertotenlieder songs, 
he had married and now had two daughters: Maria, born in November 1902, and Anna,  
born in June 1904 and so just an infant that summer. Mahler’s wife was horrified that he would 
write songs on such a subject at this moment in his life. Many years later she wrote: “I could 
under stand setting such frightful words to music if one had no children, or had lost those one 
had . . . . What I could not understand was bewailing the deaths of children who were in the 
best of health and spirits, hardly an hour after having kissed and fondled them. I exclaimed  
at the time — ‘for heaven’s sake, don’t tempt providence!’ ” That warning proved prophetic —  
three years later Maria died of scarlet fever.

 Mahler’s Kindertotenlieder settings are marked by unusual restraint, both emotionally 
and musically; these songs do not agonize but speak with a controlled grief. The accom
paniment is also carefully controlled: textures are lean, tempos are generally slow, and the 
dynamic level is subdued — all five songs end very quietly. All five of the Rückert poems 
Mahler chose to set rest on the opposition of light and dark: symbols of disaster (night,  
dark ness, and a storm) are countered by the hopeful symbols of daylight, warmth, and bright 
stars. The dark tone of Rückert’s poems is frequently penetrated by this redeeming light,  
and Mahler’s music — both bittersweet and painfully expressive — mirrors that opposition 
perfectly.
 The first song, Nun will die Sonn’ so hell aufgeh’n, establishes the dark mood and lean 
sound of the entire cycle. Mahler marks this beginning klagend (“grieving”), and the scene is 
at daybreak, with the returning sunlight reminding the poet of the light he has lost. Mahler 
moves from D minor in the first song to C minor in the equally dark Nun seh’ ich woll, where 
shining stars in the night sky remind the poet of the bright eyes of his children. The sound
world changes completely in the third song, Wenn dein Mütterlein: in the orchestral version, 
violins do not play at all in this song, and Mahler instead emphasizes the sound of solo 
woodwinds, led by the long opening English horn solo (undertaken by the viola in the present 
arrangement for string quartet). Mahler marks this song Schwer, dumpf (“Heavy, gloomy”), 
and the dark colors of his setting underline the loss of the poet’s “light of joy.”
 The fourth song, Oft denk’ ich, moves to Eflat major, and the mood almost relaxes as 
the poet can deceive himself that his children are absent only momentarily. He imagines them 
out walking and about to appear on a sunny hillside before him, and the music’s comfortable 
swing seems to participate in this selfdeception, rising to a fortissimo climax on the song’s 
final words. This bright world vanishes at the start of In diesem Wetter as Mahler goes back 
to D minor to depict the storm. Mahler marks this song Mit ruhelos schmerzvollem Ausdruck 
(“With restless, painful expression”), and it is the only (relatively) fast music in the entire cycle, 
as the unsettled poet looks out on the storm and laments that he would never have allowed 
his children out in such dark weather. And then, very gently, consolation arrives. In an epilogue 
that Mahler stresses should be wie ein Wiegenlied (“like a lullaby”), the music slows and 
moves to D major as the poet realizes that his children — far from being out in a violent storm   
— are now safely in God’s hands, beyond any danger. The consoling lullaby rocks this final 
song to its delicately restrained conclusion on a Dmajor chord marked triple piano.

Notes by Eric Bromberger

https://ljms.org/directory/listing/biography-eric-bromberger-scholar-in-residence
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Wenn mein Schatz Hochzeit macht, 
Fröhliche Hochzeit macht,
Hab’ ich meinen traurigen Tag! 
Geh’ ich in mein Kämmerlein, 
Dunkles Kämmerlein,
Weine, wein’ um meinen Schatz, 
Um meinen lieben Schatz! 
Blümlein blau! Verdorre nicht!
Vöglein süß! Du singst auf grüner  

Heide. 
Ach, wie ist die Welt so schön!
Ziküth! Ziküth!
Singet nicht! Blühet nicht! 
Lenz ist ja vorbei!
Alles Singen ist nun aus.
Des Abends, wenn ich schlafen geh’, 
Denk’ ich an mein Leide.
An mein Leide!

When my beloved has her wedding,  
has her happy wedding 

Then shall I have my saddest day! 
I shall go into my little room,
Dark little room and weep, 
Weep for my beloved,
For my mostloved beloved! 
Little blue flower, wither not!
Little sweet bird! You sing on the  

green meadow! 
Ah! How beautiful the world is!
Chirping, chirping! 
Sing not! Bloom not! 
Spring is truly over
All singing is now ended!
This evening when I go to sleep, 
How I shall think of my suffering,  

my suffering!

Wenn mein Schatz When my beloved
Hochzeit macht has her wedding

Ging heut morgen This morning I went out  
übers Feld through the fields

Ging heut morgen übers Feld, 
Tau noch auf den Gräsern hing; 
Sprach zu mir der lust’ge Fink:
“Ei du! Gelt? Guten Morgen! Ei gelt? 
Du! Wird’s nicht eine schöne Welt? 
Zink! Zink! Schön und flink!
Wie mir doch die Welt gefällt!” 
Auch die Glockenblum’ am Feld 
Hat mir lustig, guter Ding’,
Mit den Glöckchen, klinge, kling, 
Ihren Morgengruß geschellt: 
“Wird’s nicht eine schöne Welt? 
Kling, kling! Schönes Ding!
Wie mir doch die Welt gefällt! Heia!”

Und da fing im Sonnenschein 
Gleich die Welt zu funkeln an; 
Alles Ton und Farbe gewann 
Im Sonnenschein!
Blum’ und Vogel, groß und klein!
“Guten Tag,  

ist’s nicht eine schöne Welt? 
Ei du, gelt? Schöne Welt?”

Nun fängt auch mein Glück wohl an? 
Nein, nein, das ich mein’,
Mir nimmer blühen kann!

This morning I went out through the fields,
With dew still clinging to the grass;
A happy finch spoke to me:
“Hey, it’s you, is it? Good morning! It’s you?
You there! Is it not a beautiful world?
Chirp! Chirp! Beautiful and lively! 
This is how the world feels to me!” 
Also the bluebells in the field 
Happily said good things to me, 
With their little bells clanging
They rang out their morning greeting: 
“Is it not a BEAUTIFUL world?! 
Clang! Clang! Beautiful things!
This is how the world feels to me! Hurray!”

And then all the world began to shine
In the dazzling sunlight all around;
Everything became sound and color
In the brilliant light!
Flower and bird, big and small!
“Good day! Good day!  

Is it not a BEAUTIFUL world? 
Is it not really a beautiful world?”

Now will my happiness also begin?
No, No. That dream of happiness can never,
Never bloom for me.

Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen Songs of a Wayfarer Texts: Gustav Mahler 
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Ich hab’ ein glühend Messer I have a red-hot knife Die zwei blauen Augen  Those two blue eyes  
von meinem Schatz of my beloved… 

Ich hab’ ein glühend Messer, 
Ein Messer in meiner Brust, 
O weh! Das schneid’t so tief 
In jede Freud’ und jede Lust.
Ach, was ist das für ein böser Gast! 
Nimmer hält er Ruh’, nimmer hält er Rast,
Nicht bei Tag, noch bei Nacht,  

wenn ich schlief. 
O Weh!

Wenn ich in dem Himmel seh’, 
Seh’ ich zwei blaue Augen stehn.
O Weh! Wenn ich im gelben Felde geh’, 
Seh’ ich von fern das blonde Haar
Im Winde wehn. 
O Weh!

Wenn ich aus dem Traum auffahr’ 
Und höre klingen ihr silbern’ Lachen, 
O Weh!
Ich wollt’, ich läg auf der schwarzen Bahr’ 
Könnt’ nimmer die Augen aufmachen!

I have a redhot knife, 
A knife in my breast.
Oh pain! That cuts so deep
Into every joy and pleasure.
Ah, what kind of evil guest is this!
It never gives me peace,  

never gives me rest! 
Not by day, not by night when I sleep.
Oh pain!

When I look up to the sky,
I see her two blue eyes there.
Oh pain! When I walk through yellow fields, 
I see her blond hair in the distance,
Blowing in the wind. 
Oh pain!

When I awaken out of a dream
And hear her silver laughter ringing, 
Oh pain!
I wish to be laid out on the black bier
And never, never again open my eyes!

Die zwei blauen Augen von meinem Schatz, 
Die haben mich in die weite Welt  

geschickt.
Da mußt ich Abschied nehmen  

vom allerliebsten Platz! 
O Augen blau, warum habt ihr mich  

angeblickt?
Nun hab’ ich ewig Leid und Grämen.

Ich bin ausgegangen in stiller Nacht
Wohl über die dunkle Heide. 
Hat mir niemand Ade gesagt.
Ade! Mein Gesell’ war Lieb’ und Leide!

Auf der Straße steht ein Lindenbaum,
Da hab’ ich zum ersten Mal im Schlaf 

geruht! 
Unter dem Lindenbaum,
Der hat seine Blüten  

über mich geschneit, 
Da wußt’ ich nicht,  

wie das Leben tut,
War alles, alles wieder gut! 
Alles! Alles, Lieb und Leid 
Und Welt und Traum!

Those two blue eyes of my beloved…
They have sent me out alone  

into the wide world. 
I had to bid farewell to my most  

beloved place! 
Oh blue eyes! Why did you look  

at me?
Now I have eternal pain and grief!

I went out into the quiet night, 
Even into the dark meadow.
Not a single soul said farewell to me.
Farewell! My companions were love  

and pain.

Along my path stood a Linden tree,
It was there that I slept peacefully  

for the first time! 
Under the Linden tree,
That snowed its white flowers  

down upon me, 
There I forgot how things had transpired, 
Everything was good again!
Everything! Everything, love and pain
And world and dreams!
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Blicke mir nicht in die Lieder! 

Blicke mir nicht in die Lieder!
Meine Augen schlag’ ich nieder,
Wie ertappt auf böser That; 
Selber darf ich nicht getrauen, 
Ihrem Wachsen zuzuschauen: 
Deine Neugier ist Verrath.

Bienen, wenn sie Zellen bauen, 
Lassen auch nicht zu sich schauen, 
Schauen selber auch nicht zu. 
Wann die reichen Honigwaben
Sie zu Tag gefördert haben, 
Dann vor allen nasche du!

Ich atmet’ einen linden Duft!

Ich atmet’ einen linden Duft! 
Im Zimmer stand
Ein Zweig der Linde, 
Ein Angebinde
Von lieber Hand.
Wie lieblich war der Lindenduft!

Wie lieblich ist der Lindenduft! 
Das Lindenreis
Brachst du gelinde! 
Ich atme leis’
Im Duft der Linde
Der Liebe linden Duft.

Do not look at my songs!

Do not look at my songs!
I sheepishly lower my eyes,
As if you’ve caught me doing something 

naughty; 
I even doubt myself
When I look at the songs I write: 
Your nosiness is betrayal!

Bees even build their hives in secret,
They don’t allow themselves to be looked at, 
They don’t even look at themselves.
But when they’ve revealed their  

bountiful honeycombs, 
Then you shall be the first to taste it!

I breathed in a gentle fragrance!

I breathed in a gentle fragrance! 
In my room was
A sprig of Linden, 
A present  

from a dear hand.
How lovely was the Linden fragrance! 

How lovely the Linden fragrance is!
You plucked the linden
Shoot so gently!
And softly I breathed in  

the linden fragrance
The gentle fragrance of love.

Um Mitternacht

Um Mitternacht
Hab ich gewacht
Und aufgeblickt zum Himmel; 
Kein Stern vom Sterngewimmel 
Hat mir gelacht
Um Mitternacht. 

Um Mitternacht
Hab’ ich gedacht
Hinaus in dunkle Schranken. 
Es hat kein Lichtgedanken 
Mir Trost gebracht
Um Mitternacht. 

Um Mitternacht
Nahm ich in Acht
Die Schläge meines Herzens;
Ein einz’ger Puls des Schmerzens
War angefacht
Um Mitternacht.
 
Um Mitternacht
Kämpft’ ich die Schlacht,
O Menschheit, deiner Leiden; 
Nicht könnt’ ich sie entscheiden 
Mit meiner Macht
Um Mitternacht

Um Mitternacht
Hab’ ich die Macht
In deine Hand gegeben! 
Herr über Tod und Leben 
Du hältst die Wacht
Um Mitternacht!

At midnight

At midnight
I awoke 

and looked to the heavens; 
No star, not a single one 
Smiled upon me,
At midnight. 

At midnight
I cast my thoughts outward
Into the darkness beyond. 
And not a single flashing thought
Brought me comfort
At midnight. 

At midnight
I considered
My beating heart; 
And a lone pain 
Shot forth
At midnight.

At midnight
I fought the battle,
O humanity, of your suffering; 
And I couldn’t resolve it
Not with all my might
At midnight.

At midnight
I gave the power 

into Your hand Almighty! 
Lord! over death and life 
You keep vigil
At midnight! 

Rückert-Lieder Texts: Friedrich Rückert
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(L to R)  Fred Lifsitz, Zak Grafilo, Paul Yarbrough, Matt Carr, Kindra Scharich, Maxine Bernstein, Sandy Wilson

Liebst du um Schönheit

Liebst du um Schönheit, 
O nicht mich liebe! 
Liebe die Sonne,
Sie trägt ein gold’nes Haar! 

Liebst du um Jugend,
O nicht mich liebe!
Liebe den Frühling,
Der jung ist jedes Jahr! 

Liebst du um Schätze,
O nicht mich liebe.
Liebe die Meerfrau,
Die hat viel Perlen klar. 

Liebst du um Liebe,
O ja, mich liebe!
Liebe mich immer,
Dich lieb’ ich immerdar.

If you love for beauty’s sake

If you love for beauty’s sake, 
Oh, don’t love me!
Love the sun,
She has the most golden hair! 

If you love for youth’s sake, 
Oh, don’t love me!
Love the springtime
For she is young each year! 

If you love for riches,
Oh, don’t love me.
Love the mermaid,
She has an abundance of precious pearls. 

But if you love for LOVE’s sake,
Oh yes, love me!
Love me forever,
I shall love you forevermore.

 

I am lost
to the world

I am lost to the world,
The world in which once I wasted so much time, 
It has been so long since it has heard from me,
It may very well believe me dead! 

And what does it matter to me,
Even if the world should think me dead,
Far be it from me to say any different
Since really, I AM dead to the world.

I am dead to the world’s despair, 
And rest in a peaceful realm.
I live alone. In my heaven. 
In my love, in my song.

Ich bin der Welt abhanden  
gekommen

Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen, 
Mit der ich sonst viele Zeit verdorben,
Sie hat so lange nichts von mir vernommen, 
Sie mag wohl glauben, ich sei gestorben.

Es ist mir auch gar nichts daran gelegen, 
Ob sie mich für gestorben hält,
Ich kann auch gar nichts sagen dagegen, 
Denn wirklich bin ich gestorben der Welt.

Ich bin gestorben dem Weltgetümmel, 
Und ruh’ in einem stillen Gebiet.
Ich leb’ allein. In meinem Himmel, 
In meinem Lieben, in meinem Lied.
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Nun will die Sonn’ so hell aufgehn

Nun will die Sonn’ so hell aufgehn,
Als sei kein Unglück die Nacht geschehn! 
Das Unglück geschah nur mir allein!
Die Sonne, sie scheinet allgemein!
Du mußt nicht die Nacht in dir verschränken, 
Mußt sie ins ew’ge Licht versenken!
Ein Lämplein verlosch in meinem Zelt! 
Heil sei dem Freudenlicht der Welt!

Nun seh’ ich wohl,  
warum so dunkle Flammen

Nun seh’ ich wohl, warum so dunkle Flammen
Ihr sprühtet mir in manchem Augenblicke.
O Augen, gleichsam, um voll in einem Blicke
Zu drängen eure ganze Macht zusammen.
Doch ahnt’ ich nicht, weil Nebel mich  

umschwammen, 
Gewoben vom verblendenden Geschicke,
Daß sich der Strahl bereits zur Heimkehr 

schicke, 
Dorthin, von wannen alle Strahlen stammen.
Ihr wolltet mir mit eurem Leuchten sagen: 
Wir möchten nah dir bleiben gerne!
Doch ist uns das vom Schicksal  

abgeschlagen. 
Sieh’ uns nur an, denn bald sind wir dir ferne! 
Was dir nur Augen sind in diesen Tagen:
In künft’gen Nächten sind es dir nur Sterne.

Now the sun shall brightly rise again

Now the sun shall brightly rise again, 
As if no misfortune befell the night! 
The misfortune fell upon me alone! 
The sun shines on everything!
The night must not enfold you,
You must be flooded with eternal light! 
A little light went out in my tent!
Hail to the joyous light of the world!

Now I understand why so often  
you cast dark glances at me

Now I understand why so often you cast  
dark glances at me.

Oh eyes, as if in one glance
Your entire powers were utterly concentrated.
Then, I did not understand because clouds 

enveloped me, 
Concealing destiny,
That destiny would soon return those eyes 

home, 
Yonder, from whence all light comes.
You wished to say to me with those eyes:
“We would like very much to remain here 

near you! 
Yet fate has denied this to us.
Look upon us, for soon we will be far  

from you! 
What are simply eyes to you now:
In coming nights will be, for you, only stars.”

Wenn dein Mütterlein

Wenn dein Mütterlein
Tritt zur Tür herein,
Und den Kopf ich drehe, 
Ihr entgegen sehe,
Fällt auf ihr Gesicht
Erst der Blick mir nicht, 
Sondern auf die Stelle, 
Näher nach der Schwelle, 
Dort, wo würde dein
Lieb Gesichten sein, 
Wenn du freudenhelle 
Trätest mit herein,
Wie sonst, mein Töchterlein. 
Wenn dein Mütterlein
Tritt zur Tür herein,
Mit der Kerze Schimmer, 
Ist es mir, als immer 
Kämmst du mit herein, 
Huschtest hinterdrein,
Als wie sonst ins Zimmer! 
O du, des Vaters Zelle, 
Ach, zu schnell
Erloschener Freudenschein!

When your dear mother

When your dear mother
Enters the room, 
And I turn my head,
And look across to see her, 
My first glance
Does not fall to her, 
Rather on that place 
Nearer to the threshold,
There, where your little face
Used to be,
When you joyfully, 
Entered the room,
As you once did, my sweet daughter. 
When your dear mother
Steps into the room
With her flickering candle
It always seems to me 
You came in as well, 
Sneaking quietly behind her,
Just as you always came in the room! 
Oh you! You in this room!
Ah, Ray of pure joy
Too quickly extinguished! 

Kindertotenlieder     Songs on the Death of Children Texts: Friedrich Rückert
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Oft denk’ ich, 
sie sind nur ausgegangen

Oft denk’ ich, sie sind nur ausgegangen,
Bald werden sie wieder nach Hause  

gelangen, 
Der Tag ist schön, o sei nicht bang,
Sie machen nur einen weiten Gang. 
Ja wohl, sie sind nur ausgegangen,
Und werden jetzt nach Hause gelangen, 
O, sei nicht bang, der Tag is schön,
Sie machen nur den Gang zu jenen Höh’n.
Sie sind uns nur voraus gegangen,
Und werden nicht hier nach Hause  

verlangen, 
Wir holen sie ein auf jenen Höh’n
Im Sonnenschein, der Tag is schön  

auf jenen Höh’n.

Often I think that they have 
merely gone out to play 

Often I think that they have merely  
gone out to play, 

And will be returning home soon,
The day is beautiful, Oh don’t be afraid,
They are only taking a long walk. 
Certainly they have only gone out,
And will shortly return home.
Oh do not fear, the day is beautiful, 
They have only gone off to yonder hill. 
They have traveled ahead of us,
And will no longer yearn for home,
We will catch up with them one day  

in the sunshine
The day is beautiful, on yonder hill.

In diesem Wetter

In diesem Wetter, in diesem Braus,
Nie hätt’ ich gesendet die Kinder hinaus; 
Man hat sie getragen, getragen hinaus, 
Ich durfte nichts dazu sagen!
In diesem Wetter, in diesem Saus,
Nie hätt’ ich gelassen die Kinder hinaus, 
Ich fürchtete sie erkranken;
Das sind nun eitle Gedanken.
In diesem Wetter, in diesem Graus,
Nie hätt’ ich gelassen die Kinder hinaus; 
Ich sorgte, sie stürben morgen,
Das ist nun nicht zu besorgen.
In diesem Wetter, in diesem Graus!
Nie hätt’ ich gesendet die Kinder hinaus! 
Man hat sie hinaus getragen, 

ich durfte nichts dazu sagen!
In diesem Wetter, in diesem Saus,  

in diesem Braus, 
Sie ruh’n als wie in der Mutter Haus,
Von keinem Sturm erschrecket, 
Von Gottes Hand bedecket.

In this weather

In this weather, in this tumult,
I would never have sent the children out;
They have been carried, carried out
I could say nothing about it! 
In this weather, in this storm,
Never would I have allowed the children 

outside
I feared they would fall sick; 
Those are now idle thoughts. 
In this weather, in this horror,
I would never have allowed the children 

out; 
I was worried they would die tomorrow,
That is nothing to worry about now
In this weather, in this horror!
I would never have allowed the children 

out! 
They have been carried out,
There was nothing I could do!
In this weather, in this storm, in this tumult 
They rest, they rest  

as if in their mother’s house, 
Not frightened by any storm,
Sheltered by the hand of God, they sleep.
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The Alexander String Quartet
Having celebrated its 35th Anniversary in 2016, the Alexander String Quartet 
has per  formed in the major music capitals of five continents, securing its standing 
among the world’s premier ensembles. Widely admired for its interpretations of 
Beethoven, Mozart, Shos takovich, and Brahms, the quartet’s recordings of the 
Beethoven cycle (twice), Bartók, and Shostakovich cycles have won international 
critical acclaim. The quartet has also established itself as an important advocate 
of new music through more than 30 com    mis sions from such composers as Jake 
Heggie, Cindy Cox, Augusta Read Thomas, Robert Greenberg, Martin Bresnick, 
Cesar Cano, and Pulitzer Prize–winner Wayne Peterson. A new work by Tarik 
O’Regan, com missioned for the Alexander by the Boise Chamber Music Series, 
had its premiere in October 2016, and a new work for quintet from Samuel Carl 
Adams is planned for premiere in early 2019 with pianist Joyce Yang.
 The Alexander String Quartet is a major artistic presence in its home base 
of San Francisco, serving since 1989 as Ensemble in Residence of San Francisco 
Performances and Directors of the Morrison Chamber Music Center in the 
College of Liberal and Creative Arts at San Francisco State University. 
 Among the fine musicians with whom the Alexander String Quartet has 
col lab orated are pianists Joyce Yang, Roger Woodward, AnneMarie McDermott, 
Menachem Pressler, MarcAndré Hamelin, and Jeremy Menuhin; clarinetists Joan 
Enric Lluna, David Shifrin, Richard Stoltzman, and Eli Eban; soprano Elly Ameling; 
mezzosopranos Kindra Scharich and Joyce DiDonato; violinist Midori; cellists 
Lynn Harrell, Sadao Harada, and David Requiro; violist Toby Appel; and jazz 
greats Branford Marsalis, David Sanchez, and Andrew Speight. The quartet has 
worked with many composers including Aaron Copland, George Crumb, and 
Elliott Carter, and has long enjoyed a close relationship with composerlecturer 
Robert Green berg, performing numerous lectureconcerts with him annually. 
 The Alexander String Quartet was formed in New York City in 1981 and cap
tured international attention as the first American quartet to win the London [now 
Wig more] International String Quartet Competition in 1985. Recipients of hon orary 
degrees from Allegheny College and Saint Lawrence University, and Presi dential 
medals from Baruch College (CUNY ), ASQ is the subject of an awardwinning 
documentary, Con Moto: The Alexander String Quartet  (2017). asq4.com

Sandy Wilson, cello Zakarias Grafilo, violin 1
Frederick Lifsitz, violin 2 Paul Yarbrough, viola 

Kindra Scharich mezzo soprano

Mezzo Soprano Kindra Scharich has performed more than 150 art songs 
in 10 languages and given solo recitals with pianists Ricardo Ballestero, 
George Fee, Jeffrey LaDeur, John Parr and Joyce Yang. A dedicated  
re  citalist, she has sung at The American Composer’s Forum, La Jolla  
Athenaeum, The Wagner Society, Lieder Alive and the acclaimed Sala  
Cecília Meireles in Rio de Janeiro. Recording projects include Beethoven’s 
An die Ferne Geliebte and Schumann’s Frauenliebe und Leben with  
Jeffrey LaDeur, and the complete nonPortuguese song repertoire of the 
great Brazilian composer Alberto Nepomuceno with Brazilian pianist 
Ricardo Ballestero. Enthusiastic about working with living composers, 

she is featured in Everyone Sang: Vocal Music of David Conte, and has premiered works  
by Elinor Armer, Kurt Erickson, Janis Mattox, Laurence Rosenthal and Anno Schreier. Ms. 
Scharich’s deep love of chamber music has led to concerts and collaborations with the 
Alexander String Quartet, the Delphi Trio, Gold Coast Chamber Players and the Persephone 
Chamber Ensemble. In the world of opera, Ms. Scharich has sung over 30 roles in the lyric 
mezzo repertoire including premier performances of David Carlson’s Anna Karenina, Laura 
Kaminsky’s Today It Rains and Missy Mazzoli’s Breaking the Waves. KindraScharich.com

http://www.kindrascharich.com/
https://asq4.com/home.htm
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LIEDER ALIVE!, project partner, is the only organization of its kind 
in the US devoted to reinvigorating the teaching, performance, and 
appreciation of German Lieder, a major chapter of western classical 
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